
Internet Shutdown Quick Guide to 
Circumvention Tools 
*All of this only helps if you download these tools before a shutdown! 
 
Please note that in some countries and during some events, circumventing censorship and 
even just using VPNs may be illegal.  This is a list of laws by country which can impact 
VPNs: https://www.gp-digital.org/world-map-of-encryption/, but it is important to determine 
your risk tolerance for the environment you personally are in. In other countries (Uganda, for 
example) VPNs may be technically legal, but still blocked, and by using one you could be 
guilty of avoiding other laws (social media tax, etc.).   
 
You should not expect these tools and techniques to protect you from 
detection/surveillance. Generally speaking, tools like VPNs are relatively easy for ISPs to 
detect that you are using, even if the tool is successfully providing you with uncensored 
Internet access. If you can, work with a local expert to help map out your “threat model”, or 
work through EFF’s Surveillance Self Defense guide (now available in multiple language): 
https://ssd.eff.org/en  
 

1. Basic Filtering  
Sometimes (though this is increasingly rare), countries will only block looking up the correct 
addresses of websites. You can often circumvent this simply by changing your DNS to use a 
public DNS server. Some community options include - https://dns.watch/ and 
https://www.opennic.org/ , and there are also 1.1.1.1 (Cloudflare) and 8.8.8.8 / 8.8.4.4 
(Google). This article - https://ssd.eff.org/en/module/ understanding-and-circumventing-
network-censorship - covers this approach in addition to the other options below. Please 
note: some countries will still "intercept" these requests and can track or even change them, 
so this is not a guarantee, but on the upside, it doesn't require any downloads. 
 
Using recently-updated Firefox web browsers may get around both of these threats by using 
a technology called DNS over HTTPS. Download Firefox for Windows, MacOSX, Linux, iOS, 
and/or Android here: https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/new/; read more here: 
https://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/firefox-dns-over-https. On Android, you can also use 
Intra (https://getintra.org/#!/) to protect your DNS queries. 
 
What is DNS? 
DNS is a shared “contact list” or phone book for the Internet. In the same way a contact list 
lets you call a friend by looking up their name instead of memorizing their phone number, 
DNS links a website’s name, like “google.com” to what is called an IP address, which is a set 
of numbers that looks like 2a00:1450:4009:80a::200e or 172.217.7.238. 
 
However, storing a global, constantly-updated contact list for every website on the planet on 
your computer would be impossible, so what actually happens is that your computer 
remembers recently-visited sites, and your router may remember additional ones, and any 
time your network doesn’t know (or thinks it could be out of date), your computer (laptop, 
tablet, smartphone – any Internet-connected device, even “smart” refrigerators and 
thermostats!) will ask your ISP, and your ISP will either know it already or look it up in a 
globally shared and distributed database. 

https://www.gp-digital.org/world-map-of-encryption/
https://ssd.eff.org/en
https://dns.watch/
https://www.opennic.org/
https://ssd.eff.org/en/module/
https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/new/
https://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/firefox-dns-over-https
https://getintra.org/#!/
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How is DNS used to censor the Internet? 
Unfortunately, your ISP (or whoever provides or regulates the Internet connection for your 
ISP) can choose to respond with a wrong answer instead and effectively censor the website. 
This actually happens quite often, as ISPs try to “help” and sometimes block websites 
known to be malicious, or provide “parental controls.” 
  
The best known example of this is  from 2014 in Turkey , where the Turkish ISPs blocked 
access to Twitter through DNS, and Turkish citizens discovered that by simply not trusting 
their ISPs and asking Google’s public DNS servers, they could circumvent this block: 
https://www.theverge.com/2014/3/21/5532522/turkey-twitter-ban-google-dns-workaround.   
 
More recently, VESinFiltro revealed that Venezuela was not only forcing ISPs to provide fake 
DNS responses, but also it was intercepting DNS requests sent to Google and other public 
DNS servers, and changing the responses even from those to be fake. 
https://vesinfiltro.com/noticias/Phishing_by_Venezuelan_government_targets_activists/.  
 

Throttling 
 
An increasing trend in censorship is for connections, sometimes just on specific sites or 
services, to slow down to basically unusable. This is often blamed on simply network traffic 
congestion, or sometimes on events outside of the control of a government, such as 
damage to a submarine Internet cable. There are not yet agreed-upon standards as to how 
to “prove” these are intentional or accidental. However, if only specific sites or services are 
being impacted, using some of the anti-censorship tools below may help (unless they are 
also being targeted for throttling).   
 
Sometimes, even very popular apps have connectivity problems. You can use sites like 
https://isitup.org/ and https://downdetector.com/ to see if site/app specific problems are 
widespread. 
 

2. Widescale Censorship & Blocking of Major 
Platforms/Services 

These solutions are listed in roughly priority order. The dedicated tools will be the most 
responsive to staying online. If you have / can afford the bandwidth, it would be prudent to 
download all of them to as many devices as you have. These tools will not help if it's a 
complete shutdown.  Even in “normal” censorship environments, these tools are often also 
targeted and may not always work. If a tool stops working, try a different connection option 
(called obfuscation, pluggable transports, ghost mode, or similar), or try a different tool. 
 
Dedicated anti-censorship tools:  

• Psiphon - https://www.psiphon3.com/en/download.html (iOS, Android, Windows)  
• Tor Browser -  https://www.torproject.org/download/ (Windows, MacOSX, Linux, 

Android); OnionBrowser https://onionbrowser.com/ (iOS)  

https://www.theverge.com/2014/3/21/5532522/turkey-twitter-ban-google-dns-workaround
https://vesinfiltro.com/noticias/Phishing_by_Venezuelan_government_targets_activists/
https://isitup.org/
https://downdetector.com/
https://www.psiphon3.com/en/download.html
https://www.torproject.org/download/
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• Lantern - https://getlantern.org/en_US/index.html (Windows, MacOSX, Linux, iOS, 
Android)  

This is by no means an exhaustive list! There are many other tools which may also work 
better in your specific environment. These above provide the most user-friendly, cross-
platform, localized, and globally reliable and resilient censorship circumvention networks. 
 
Both Psiphon and Lantern are VPNs with many censorship circumvention options and do not 
provide any anonymity. Tor Browser on the other hand is for most use cases more like a web 
browser (like Chrome, Firefox, Safari) that in addition to circumventing censorship, also 
provides significant privacy and anonymity - but many sites will require extra verification that 
you're a legitimate user. 
  
VPNs with good anti-censorship track records:  
 
VPNs are much more common tools, but there is significant misinformation about what 
VPNs can and cannot do. Most VPNs are run as for-profit businesses. The easiest way to 
think about a VPN is that it provides a virtual ISP somewhere else in the world (or even in 
your country) to replace your local options, but (despite many advertising claims) they are 
not magic solutions to all Internet security and privacy issues. They have been numerous 
cases of VPN providers found to keep logs and deanonymize users, selling logs or using 
their users’ (meta)data for advertising and surveillance purposes. 

Many other VPNs are out there, but not all have made efforts to evade censorship or have 
good and proven security, privacy, and business practices. This review is a good place to 
start if you are looking for additional options: 
https://www.nytimes.com/wirecutter/reviews/best-vpn-service/    

A good resource for how VPNs work, what they do and what they don't help with is here: 
https://ssd.eff.org/en/module/choosing-vpn-thats-right-you. Please note that most (if not 
all) VPN “review” sites profit off of VPN purchases and/or are owned by the same 
companies which own the VPNs. 

• TunnelBear - https://www.tunnelbear.com/download - devices (Windows, MacOSX, 
Linux (limited support), iOS, Android) 

• NOTE: Tunnelbear often relaxes the limit on free accounts during shutdowns, 
and offers free unlimited licenses available for CSOs/media/human rights 
via their partners including Internews: 
https://www.tunnelbear.com/blog/tunnelbear-kicks-off-anti-censorship-
initiative-with-free-accounts-for-activists/   

• NOTE: If people are having problems connecting to Tunnelbear, they will 
work to resolve it; the best way to report problems directly to their staff is via 
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=jONDSdRtjEKIbSST
K8LV3qF7yXc9pWZBuoBU9l0NfhJUREEyUlBTUFZSNzRONFY3R0kwWFBTTV
RWTS4u&locale=fa    

• Mullvad - https://mullvad.net/en/download/ (Windows, MacOSX, Linux, iOS, 
Android) €5/month  

• Bitmask - https://bitmask.net/ (Windows, MacOSX, Linux, Android) is an open 
source application to provide easy and secure encrypted communication with a 
VPN. You can choose among different providers or start your own. 

https://getlantern.org/en_US/index.html
https://www.nytimes.com/wirecutter/reviews/best-vpn-service/
https://ssd.eff.org/en/module/choosing-vpn-thats-right-you
https://www.tunnelbear.com/download
https://www.tunnelbear.com/blog/tunnelbear-kicks-off-anti-censorship-initiative-with-free-accounts-for-activists/
https://www.tunnelbear.com/blog/tunnelbear-kicks-off-anti-censorship-initiative-with-free-accounts-for-activists/
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=jONDSdRtjEKIbSSTK8LV3qF7yXc9pWZBuoBU9l0NfhJUREEyUlBTUFZSNzRONFY3R0kwWFBTTVRWTS4u&locale=fa
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=jONDSdRtjEKIbSSTK8LV3qF7yXc9pWZBuoBU9l0NfhJUREEyUlBTUFZSNzRONFY3R0kwWFBTTVRWTS4u&locale=fa
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=jONDSdRtjEKIbSSTK8LV3qF7yXc9pWZBuoBU9l0NfhJUREEyUlBTUFZSNzRONFY3R0kwWFBTTVRWTS4u&locale=fa
https://mullvad.net/en/download/
https://bitmask.net/
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• VPNGate - https://www.vpngate.net/ (Windows, MacOSX, Linux, iOS, Android) a list 
of public VPN relay servers hosted by volunteers around the world. 

 
Many other VPNs are out there, but not all have made efforts to evade censorship or have 
good and proven security, privacy, and business practices. This review is a good place to 
start if you are looking for additional options. 
 
Obviously, in some situations payments are not possible due to budget/costs, risks involved, 
a need for strong anonymity, sanctions, or other reasons. Reach out to a local, regional, or 
global digital security helpline (such as https://www.accessnow.org/help/) for options. 
 
A good resource for how VPNs work, what they do and what they don't help with is here. 
 
Self-hosted / DIY options  
These are tools you can use to set up your own anti-censorship server and then configure 
client connections separately. Doing this has both benefits and drawbacks.  
 
Benefits:  

• Less likely to be automatically blocked when the censorship begins targeting known 
VPNs/circumvention tools 

• You are in more control of how and where your traffic is going  
• A friend or partner organization can set these up and distribute them privately  

Downsides:  

• These require someone to pay for cloud servers and/or bandwidth  
• These require various levels of technical expertise to set up, manage, and protect 

against attacks  
• They are not foolproof, and your usage of them can be seen, often tied to you 

specifically (especially if you're the only one using the server), and blocked.  
Tools  

• Outline - https://getoutline.org/ (cross platform) (probably the most user friendly)  
• Algo - https://blog.trailofbits.com/2016/12/12/meet-algo-the-vpn-that-works/ 

(probably the "cleanest")  
• Streisand - https://github.com/StreisandEffect/streisand/blob/master/README.md 

(Streisand sets up a swiss army knife of options)  
• Dynamic SSH Tunnels - https://www.howtogeek.com/168145/how-to-use-ssh-

tunneling/ (quick, limited, but almost nothing to configure/install)  
 

3. Total Shutdowns  
Actual total shutdowns are incredibly costly for a country to sustain, but also very powerful 
at silencing independent voices and controlling protests. Often even "total" shutdowns leave 
some connectivity open - Internet/data may be blocked, but SMS and Voice calls are 

https://www.vpngate.net/
https://www.nytimes.com/wirecutter/reviews/best-vpn-service/
https://www.accessnow.org/help/
https://ssd.eff.org/en/module/choosing-vpn-thats-right-you
https://getoutline.org/
https://blog.trailofbits.com/2016/12/12/meet-algo-the-vpn-that-works/
https://github.com/StreisandEffect/streisand/blob/master/README.md
https://www.howtogeek.com/168145/how-to-use-ssh-tunneling/
https://www.howtogeek.com/168145/how-to-use-ssh-tunneling/
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available; or mobile connectivity (voice/sms/data) is off but "normal" Internet 
(fiber/cable/dsl/modems) connections remain online. When there are some communication 
channels left open, consider why that may be - in addition to allowing for emergency 
(119/911) services and mobile banking, they may also be easier to surveil (definitely the 
case with mobile voice/sms!).  
 
If you have any concerns about even a temporary "total shutdown," preparation is key. 
Discuss with your colleagues, friends, and family what makes sense, and to the extent you 
can, make some basic plans for what tools to try and use with friends/colleagues and/or 
times and places to gather if safe ahead of time.  
 
The majority of tools that are able to respond to complete shutdowns are by necessity 
structured around using or building forms of alternative infrastructure. There are 
operational security concerns, hardware availability and costs, legal barriers, technical 
challenges, and they all tend to require some level of "density" of technical users to work. 
The tools mentioned below provide a sampling of what is available, but please research any 
specific tool or practice thoroughly before using it in a high-risk shutdown situation, and to 
the extent possible, test whatever tools and plans you have ahead of time.  
 
*Please also note that many of these tools have little collected evidence of effectiveness 
during total shutdowns, and efforts to document what works and what does not work amongst 
these tools below are very needed. 
 
A few tools are useful for a variety of shutdown situations – in addition to downloading 
censorship circumvention tools above, these provide useful offline  
security and app-sharing options: 

• F-Droid - https://f-droid.org (Android) (trusted Android app sharing, if 
both phones have F-Droid, they can swap apps even without Internet: https://f-
droid.org/en/tutorials/swap/)   

• Veracrypt - https://www.veracrypt.fr/code/VeraCrypt/ (Windows, Linux, Mac) Lets 
you create encrypted disks or “virtual” disks that can be shared over USB drive or 
SD card. 

 
Complete shutdown: No network connections are available 
 
Satellite Communications 
Satellite Internet feels like a perfect solution to Internet shutdowns, but must be carefully 
considered. Satellite communication tools are often highly regulated, with limitations even 
on importing the hardware needed. Satellite dishes are often required for any significant 
data use, and are difficult to conceal. Censors may generally “look the other way” most of 
the time (allowing Satellite TV, etc.) but change their enforcement during more targeted 
censorship or shutdowns. 
 
Further, satellite communication tools, even phones, are not immune to blocking or other 
operational security challenges either: 

• Satellites can be jammed, blocking their ability to transmit your communications  
• Usage of 2-way satellite communication can be detected  
• The hardware and bandwidth costs are high 

https://f-droid.org/
https://f-droid.org/en/tutorials/swap/
https://f-droid.org/en/tutorials/swap/
https://www.veracrypt.fr/code/VeraCrypt/
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• Satellite Internet providers still have “terrestrial” infrastructure to connect satellites to 
the Internet. These “ground stations” and the companies themselves can still face 
pressure to censor content. 

One interesting alternative is a 1-way “file casting” approach. This does not enable 2-way 
communication, but is useful for providing access to global information when the Internet is 
severely censored or shut down. https://knapsackforhope.org/ is an example of this which 
uses off-the-shelf satellite TV hardware with custom software to share data files. 
 
Peer to peer (P2P) / Mesh apps  
Note: Any “mesh” style app is going to be a trade-off in terms of privacy/anonymity and 
possibly security as well. For apps to “participate” in a peer to peer mesh, they must broadcast 
their intention to join, which can be surveilled and tracked, even if the messages sent are 
encrypted.  
*Real-world evidence of these tools’ effectiveness in shutdown contexts is very much needed. 

• Briar https://briarproject.org/download-briar/ (Android) Briar will use Tor if available, 
or wait and connect with other Briar users over bluetooth or wifi when in range so 
send messages. Only works if people are close enough for bluetooth (30m) or wifi 
(100m max)  

• Bridgefy https://bridgefy.me/demo-app/ (iOS/Android) - Bridgefy is less secure, but 
has been working to improve their message security; but they have yet to establish a 
track record on security or trust with the broader security community. It works across 
platform, which is useful.  

 
Partial Shutdown: Limited, in-country networks are available 

• CeNo https://censorship.no/ is a newer tool that uses the BitTorrent network to 
share cached copies of websites. It can be useful to enable limited access to news 
stories when a country’s intranet still works, but its connection to the global Internet 
is blocked. 

 
Partial Shutdown: SMS is available, but we need to make sure it is secure 
Domestic SMS is often still available, even when data is turned off. However, SMS itself has 
no security protections on it. Not only can the ISP monitor it, but anyone nearby with the right 
tools can intercept your phone’s communication and see SMS as well.  There are a few tools 
in various stages of development which enable encrypted messaging using only SMS 
messages, but none of these should be considered fully ready to use at the moment: 

• Silence.im https://silence.im/ (Android) If both parties have the Silence app, you can 
communicate securely. Silence is built using the same encryption as Signal, but 
please note that Silence is not currently being updated, and may have security risks.) 

• FrontLineLocal https://www.frontlinesms.com/blog/election-monitoring-tech-
change (Android) FrontlineSMS is running pilot tests for encrypted SMS using the 
FrontlineSMS system. 

• AfkaNerd https://afkanerd.github.io is in the early stages of developing an encrypted 
SMS system built specifically for Internet shutdown situations. 

 

https://briarproject.org/download-briar/
https://bridgefy.me/demo-app/
https://censorship.no/
https://silence.im/
https://www.frontlinesms.com/blog/election-monitoring-tech-change
https://www.frontlinesms.com/blog/election-monitoring-tech-change
https://afkanerd.github.io/
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Long term prep work  
 
Tools to help measure censorship:  

• OONI Probe - https://ooni.org/install/ (Windows, MacOSX, Linux, iOS, Android) 
Measures and contributes test data on your connection to an open data set that 
researchers can use to track censorship and how it is happening.  

o In case you cannot run OONI Probe due to bandwidth or privacy 
considerations you can still add to the suspected blocked websites/services 
list of websites tested by OONI Probes - https://ooni.torproject.org/get-
involved/contribute-test-lists/ 

  
There are other tools which track outages using open data on Internet health and speed.  
IODA provides a dashboard https://ioda.caida.org/ioda/dashboard which you can track by 
country or ISP/ASN. 
 

• Wehe - https://www.dd.meddle.mobi/ Run measurement to detect potentially net 
neutrality violations of your ISP.Page Break   

 
Once you're back online and safe, please consider requesting a (free!) RIPE Atlas Probe 
(https://atlas.ripe.net/get-involved/become-a-host/), especially if your country or region is 
under-represented in this map: https://atlas.ripe.net/results/maps/network-coverage/. RIPE 
probes are "neutral" in that they are used by researchers to measure Internet health (as 
opposed to being used for tracking censorship), and their design intentionally limits their use 
to specific tests. Nevertheless, these tests can help track changes in Internet infrastructure 
in the lead-up to a censorship event, as well as provide a neutral, third party verification of 
these changes.  

https://ooni.org/install/
https://www.dd.meddle.mobi/
https://atlas.ripe.net/get-involved/become-a-host/
https://atlas.ripe.net/results/maps/network-coverage/

